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PADMÉ'S RUMINATIONS

Music by
JOHN WILLIAMS

Ominously (\( \text{\textit{j}} = 80 \))
THE IMPERIAL MARCH
(Darth Vader's Theme)

In march style \( (j = 108) \)

\[ \text{Music by} \]

JOHN WILLIAMS

\[ \text{Gm} \quad \text{Em} \quad \text{Gm} \quad \text{Em} \quad \text{Gm} \]

\[ f \text{ marcato} \]

\[ \text{Gm} \quad \text{Cm} \quad \text{Em} \quad \text{Gm} \]

1.

\[ \text{Em} \quad \text{Gm} \quad \text{Em} \quad \text{Gm} \quad \text{Em} \quad \text{Gm} \]

\[ \text{Cm} \quad \text{Em} \quad \text{Gm} \quad \text{Em} \quad \text{Gm} \]
Solemn
PADMÉ’S DESTINY

Music by
JOHN WILLIAMS

Dirge, solemnly (d = 60)

(with pedal)

Ma dhu rah sweh pna, gorah do mah

sweh pna.
Ma - dhu - rah  
sweh - pna,  
go - rah - do - mah  

sweh - pna,  
moor - it - tioo,  
ma - dhu - rah  

sweh - pna.
With a gentle flow and straight-eighth feeling ($J = 72$)